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In this study, we examined methods of support for friends who injure 
themselves, focusing specifically on wrist-cutting, which has permeated general 
society. Overall, “listening to friends’ problems” was the most common methods of 
support. Moreover, from the results of interviews when listening to friends’ 
problems, participants “choose a specific place to talk” and give them advice. 
Additionally, 42 males 㸦 46.15%) and 65 females 㸦 47.45%) among the 
participants of the 228 people chose a same sex individual as their guidance 
friend, which is in line with the results of previous studies. Finally, intervention 
by friends was found to be effective in decreasing the frequency of wrist-cutting 
incidents; however, this result was not necessarily true in the long-term. 
Therefore, we concluded that a more basic system is needed, in which support is 
provided for the friend rather than trying to solve the friend’s problems. Methods 
of support such as listening and helping an individual to solve their problems by 
themselves can be effective in reducing the prevalence of self-injuries.   
 



























































の男Ꮚ  ྡ，ዪᏊ  ྡのィ  㸦ྡ$ ᰯ 
ྡ，% ᰯ  ྡ，& ᰯ  ྡ㸧を調ᰝ対㇟者とし
た。᭷ຠᅇ⟅はḞᖍ者を㝖いた男Ꮚ  ྡ，ዪ
Ꮚ  ྡの  ྡ㸦$ ᰯ  ྡ，% ᰯ  ྡ，&
ᰯ ྡ㸧であり，᭷ຠᅇ⟅⋡は であった。 
3KDVH㸰㸸中学３ᖺ時㸦3KDVH㸯㸧で᭷ຠᅇ⟅で
あった調ᰝ༠力者  ྡを㧗ᰯ進学ᚋの調ᰝ対
㇟者とした。᭷ຠᅇ⟅は男Ꮚ  ྡ，ዪᏊ 
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Table 1 Table 2 
精神的඘㊊の変໬と学ᰯ差の㛵連(N = 303) ♫఍的適応力の変໬と学ᰯ差の㛵連(N = 303) 
  A ᰯ B ᰯ C ᰯ ྜィ   A ᰯ B ᰯ C ᰯ ྜィ 
増ຍ  64  57  38 159 増ຍ  64  57  27 148 
⥔持  38  19  12  69 ⥔持  10   9  11  30 
ῶᑡ  40  24  11  75 ῶᑡ  68  34  23 125 
ྜィ 142 100  61 303 ྜィ 142 100  61 303 
Ȯ2 (4，N = 303) = 6.674，p = .154，Cramer’s V = .105. Ȯ2 (4，N = 303) = 10.342，p < .05，Cramer’s V = .131. 
Table 3 Table 4 
精神的඘㊊の変໬と性ูの㛵連(N = 303) ♫఍的適応力の変໬と性ูの㛵連(N = 303) 
  男Ꮚ ዪᏊ ྜィ   男Ꮚ ዪᏊ ྜィ 
増ຍ  91  68 159 増ຍ  77  71 148 
⥔持  32  37  69 ⥔持  17  13  30 
ῶᑡ  44  31  75 ῶᑡ  73  52 125 
ྜィ 167 136 303 ྜィ 167 136 303 
Ȯ2 (2，N = 303) = 2.800，p = .247，Cramer’s V  
= .096. 
Ȯ2 (2，N = 303) = 1.145，p = .564，Cramer’s V  
= .061. 
Table 5  Table 6 
精神的඘㊊の変໬と中学３ᖺ時のタ࢖ࣉᒓ性の㛵連
(N = 303) 
♫఍的適応力の変໬と中学３ᖺ時のタ࢖ࣉᒓ性の㛵連
(N = 303) 
  意ḧ 㐟ࡧ ෆ向 
ᜥ切
れ 
ྜィ   意ḧ 㐟ࡧ ෆ向 ᜥ切れ ྜィ 
増ຍ  47  24  62  26 159 増ຍ  50  31  53  14 148 
⥔持  32  13  19   5  69 ⥔持  13   5   9   3  30 
ῶᑡ  37  14  20   4  75 ῶᑡ  53  15  39  18 125 
ྜィ 116  51 101  35 303 ྜィ 116  51 101  35 303 
Ȯ2 (6N = 303) = 17.348，p < .01，Cramer’s V =.169. Ȯ2 (6，N = 303)=6.803，p =.339，Cramer’s V =.106. 
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タ࢖ࣉ 1 㸣   1 㸣  Ȯ ȭ 
意ḧ  47 41 37 32 1.19 0.06 
㐟ࡧ  24 47 14 27 2.632 0.133 
ෆ向  62 61 20 20     21.512 0.265 
ᜥ切れ  26 74   4 11      16.133 0.394 
඲体 159 52  75 25      14.846 0.182 




タ࢖ࣉ 1 㸣   1 㸣  Ȯ ȭ 
意ḧ  50 43  53 46 0.087 0.015 
㐟ࡧ  31 61  15 30  5.565 0.177 
ෆ向  53 52  39 39  2.13 0.076 
ᜥ切れ  14 40   18 51   0.50 0.063 
඲体 148 49  125 41  0.809 0.042 
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To identify changes in psychological conditions of private secondary school students in 
Japan, this study employed the Development of Mental Energy and Social Adjustment 
Scale. The variables “Development of Mental Energy” and “Social Adjustment” were 
examined in terms of whether they increased, remained constant, or decreased, and 
thereafter classified as high or low. Subjects of survey person was 300 people and 
examined the change of the psychology variables in the first grade at a high school 
since the third grade at a junior high school. The psychological variables were ranked 
in descending order based on their extent of increase/decrease in most type attributes. 
Results indicated that the increase in “Mental Energy” was more significant than the 
decrease for “introverted type” and “breathless type.” Furthermore, the increase in 
“Social Adjustment” was more significant than the decrease for “mischievous type.” 
 
Keywords: Development of mental energy and social adjustment, private secondary 
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